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the beam targets have to be large, mechanical strength
is of concern. Since they are pulsed, it is possible
to employ a target of high thermal inertia whose surface temperature is proportional to the square root of
the pulse length if the target is sufficiently thick.
As the beam pulse length (tp) is increased, the
useability of the thermal inertia target diminishes and
an actively cooled target is needed.
Removal of the neutral beam energy deposited on a
target depends on condvction across a thickness (o) and
convection across the solid-fluid interface. The relative merit is described by a parameter called Biot number, B = ho/k. (If the respective cross sectional areas
for the two processes are different, the Biot number
should be corrected for the areas.) hand k are respectively the convective heat transfer coefficient and the
thermal conductivity of the solid. In general, when B
is small (e.g., for an inertia target), say less than
-o.2, the body temperature rapidly becomes uniform and
will be cooled down like 1 - exp (-t/Tc) where Tc =
pCo/h is the convective time constant. When B is large
(~ 10), the time behavior is governed by the thermal
diffusion time Td = o2/a, where a = k/pC is the thermal diffusivity. The overall thermal time constant
can be defined as Tth = Tc + Td = Tc (1 + B;. If the
beam pulse length is long (at least a few times Tthl.
the heat transfer can be treated as steady state.

Stopping high-power, long-pulse beams is fast
becoming an engineering challenge, particularly in neutral beam injectors for heating magnetically confined
plasmas. A brief review of neutral beam target technology is presented along with heat transfer calculations for some selected target designs.
1.

,,

••

Introduction

Since most of the large, next-generation tokamaks
and mirror devices will require neutral beam injection
(NBI) heating, increasingly higher beam powers will be
demanded in order to obtain reactor-grade plasma tern. peratures. For instance, the Tokamak Fusion Test
Reactor (TFTR) is designed for an NBI power of about
2C f·1W and an engineering test reactor is slated for
more than 50 ~N. Total (neutrals and ions) peak power
densities normal to the beam axis are typically a few
tens of kilowatts per square centimeter for present !IBI
systems! and higher yet for future systems. Stopping
such beams is no longer a trivial problem.
A typical bea~line2 consists of an ion source, a
closely-coupled neutralizer gas cell, a separation magnet for the residual ions from the neutral particles'
passdge, an ion beam dump to stop such separated ions,
a retractable calorimeter target in a drift duct connecting the beamline to a fusion device, and, in a
test facility, a target simulating the location of the
fusion plasma. In the injection mode, the beam power
is absorbed by the plasma column (for neutrals) and by
the ion beam dump (for residua 1 ions) . In the beamconditioning mode, the neutrals are stopped by the
calorimeter target instead. When beam diagnostics
require the total beam (neutrals plus ions) or when the
separation magnet is accidentally turned off, however,
the drift duct calorimeter target will be irradiated
by the total beam. It is therefore desirable to design
a target capable of handling the total beam power.
Power loading to the ion beam dump relative to the
total beam power increases as the beam energy increases
because the ion-to-neutral conversion efficiency
decreases with increasing energy. The ratio of the
neutral fraction to the ion fraction for an equilibrium
neutralizer gas cell is given as fo 00 /f+00 = olo/ool•
varying (for instance, for protons) from 1.5 at 40 keV
to 0.25 at 100 keV.
In general, two types of target design have been
used:3 an actively cooled target and a "thermal inertia" target. Beam pulse length, beam power density,
and duty cycle dictate the choice of taraet. It s~e~s
~pparent that one could not enjoy a comfortable safety
margin in future beam target designs and hence that
careful heat transfer calculations are essential. This
paper presents a general (although not complete by any
means) review of beam target status, a survey of heat
transfer calculations for some .selected target designs,
and a comparison of the calculations with some limited
experimental data that is available. It is noted that
heat transfer considerations for beam targets are also
ap~licable to other components in a fusion device:
ion
source components, limiters, armor plates, and divertor
targets, for example.
2.

2.1.

Actively Cooled Targets

Activ7ly cooled targets are suitable for steadystate or h1gh-duty-cycle operation in which the heat
input rate and the convective heat transfer rate must
be balanced. The simplest design would be a thin flat
plate with one side intercepting beams and the other
side cooled by means of a coolant channel. There are
a variety of design variations from this simple model
that can improve the value of heat transfer coefficient
and/or increase the irradiation area for reduction of
input power density. Some examples are discussed be~ow.
The coolant channel of the thin target mentioned
above can be divided into a number of small channels
(for example, by an etching technique) to allow a
higher coolant pressure and added mechanical strength.
A rotating target design, which can increase the irradiation area, has also been in use for various beam
targat applications, includin~ the Rotating Target
Neutron Source4 at Lawrence L1vermore Laboratory, in
~-ral tubes,5 and recently for a neutral beam target. The size of the target must be much larger than
the size of the beam so it will have a large "sweeping"
area. A high rotation also yields a large timeaveraged irradiation area (~a few thousand rpm). The
latter design for the TEXTOR neutral beamline6 employs
two rotating drums, each intercepting half of a largesize beam.
One other way of increasing both the irradiation
area and the cooling rate is to assemble a target from
a number of tubes. A tube has several advantages as a
target element over a flat plate: (i) it has an irradiable area n/2 times larger, and the heat input
density decreases with cos ~ for a parallel beam (see
Fig. 1); (ii) two-dimensional cooling (in rand ~) is
more effective when only a portion of the tube circu~
ference is irradiated; and (iii) it has more mechanical
rigidity and greater flexibility in arrangement. However, a crucial disadvantage is that the heat flux
density on the inner surface can be as high as r 0 /ri
times the input heat flux density at the outer surface.

Design Variations of Beam Targets

~eutral beams are typically
~perated in a pulsed mode; these

of large size and
two properties have
significant implications on beam target design. Since
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A single tube exposed to a parallel heam.

As shown in Fig. 2, two basic arrangement schemes
are possible, with a third one derived from a combination of the first two. In a type (a) arran9ement, the
tube axis can be inclined to a small angle (a) to the
beam direction to reduce the input power density by
sin a. The type (b) arrangement has only one layer
of tube arrays, running in- a direction normal to the
beam axis, each tube on top of another providing a
"shadow" and thus. reducing the peak power density by
cos ~0 . If a type (b) target is tilted with respect
to the beam direction about the centerline of the target plane normal to the tube axes, it becomes type (c)
and the power density can be reduced by sina cos~ 0
.in the type (a) arrangement, the tube length tends to
be very long (-Dbeam/sina) by comparison with type (b)
tubes (-Dbeam), and higher pumping powers are required.
In type (b), however, reduction of the peak power
density by shadowing is not significant unless the
degree of shadowing, ~ 0 , is fairly large (<go•), in
which case the number of tubes becomes considerably
larger, requiring a large total flow rate.
The heat transfer characteristics of such tube
targets can be further enhanced by the generation of
additional turbulence. A spirally twi·sted tape can be
swaged inside a tube to generate a swirl flow.7 The
inner wall of a tube can be finned~ straight or helical, to improve the heat transfer.
Targets made of
swirl tubes have been used successfully in neutral
beam injectors~ (see below). A hybrid of swirl tubes
and finned tubes has also been considered, with a
coaxial rod inserted tightly inside a helically finned
tube to use the total flow rate economically without
losing the merits of the swirl flow.10
7..2.

(c)

(b)

Figure 2.

Variations of tube arrangements to form a
target.

couple arrays. Owing to the high surface temperatures
inherent in this type of target, however, thermal stress
is one of the primary concerns. In order to relieve the
thermal stress, for instance, designers of the JT-60
(the large Japanese tokamak) injectors have employed
about 800 independent squares (3 x 3 em) to form a large
surface.12
The ablation target made of high temperature
refractory materials relies on thermal radiation and
evaporation as cooling mechanisms. A tantalum-carbide
~isk has been tested as a possible beam target.l3 A
mean power density of 20 kW/cm2 with a pulse length of
0.1 s was handled on a disk 12 em in diameter with radia~ion cooling only.
Carbon was observed ·to evaporate
~referentially.
The pyrolitic properties of certain.
graphite crystals can also be used in a design that can
benefit the directional enhancement of thermal conduction.
3.

Swirl Tube Heat Transfer

It has been shown experimentally that the ratio of
swirl flow to axial flow burn-out flux is about 2 under
the same pumping power and that the swirl flow is most
beneficial with either bulk boiling or subcooled local
boilin~.7 Reported experimental studies are mostly for
the case of steady-state, uniform heat input. In beam
target applications; however, the input heat flux is
highly nonuniform in both the azimuthal and the axial
directions. Here we briefly review. swirl tube heat
transfer studi.es available in the 1iterature, for the
steady-state uniform heat input case. Nonuniform heat
input cases are then discussed along wi.th some experimental observations. in neutral beam target applications.

Thermal Inertia Targets

Owing to ~fmplicity in de~ign, fabrication, and
heat transfer mechanism, the thermal inertia target
has been used extensively in n11utral injector systemsll
whose beam pulse length is relatively short. Beam
energy is absorbed by the mass of a target during a
beam pulse and slowly transferred to cooling water
channels on the back side during the longer off cycle.
The main design criteria are the thermal and mechanical properties of the target material rather than the
convective heat transfer properti.es of the coolant.
Typical neutral beam targets are made of thick
copper plates with minimal cooling on the back, Two
plates are formed in a V-shape to reduce the·average
power density as well as to minimize the axial length
taken up by the target. Such a thick-plate target
also permits good access to diagnostics such as thermo-

3.1.

Uniform Heat Input Case
Nonboiling Heat Transfer. Heat transfer of a
swirl tube is enhanced due to (i) additional turbulent
flow generated in the spiral channel, (ii) the centrifugal convection effect, and (iii) the tape acting as a
'fin. The fluid velocity increase over the axial flow
can be described by a rotating slug flow model ,7 which
yields the fluid velocity at the inner wall in terms of
the tape twist ratio (y = axial length of 180" twist

2

divided by the inner diameter) and the axial flow
velocity {Val,
112
v = v (1 +
s

a

L)
4/

3.2.

(1)

.
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.
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of corrzlations, Lopina and Bergles6 derived an express·ton for the S\·lirl flow heat transfer coefficient {hs)
accounting for the above three effects in additive mode,
w~1ich agrees fairly well with varied experimental data.
A further approximated expression given below is
recommended for use for single-phase flow cases:
hs ·=

~e

. (v \ o.8
0.023 F

\v: RJ

0 4
Pr ·

{2)

where k is the thermal conductivity of water, F is a
parameter {1.137 for Re < 3 x 104 and 1.10 for Re >
3 x 104), Re is the Reynolds number, Pr is the Prandtl
number, and De is based on equivalent hydraulic
diameter.
·
Pressure drop in a swirl tube can be estimated
from friction factor {f) correlations through the
~sual relation for a conduit, the so-called Fanning
factor, f = llpDi/{2LpV2), with the 'pressure drop {llp)
across a length {L) in a fluid having an average velocity, V, and the density, p. According tp Lopina and
Bergles,16 the adiabatic {subscript "ad") friction
factor of a swirl tube based on the equivalent hydraulic
diameter {fs) is correlated to that for the axial flow
{fa) as ·
·

Nonuniform Heat Input Cases

Two-Dimensional· Heat Conduction. As we have noted
earlier, the input heat flux is highly nonuniform azimuthally when a circular tube. is placed across a parallel beam. Consequently, the inner-wall flux is nonuniform, making convective heat transfer a very complicated
problem. In order to see the effect of azimuthal heat
conduction, the two-dimensional steady-state·heat conduction equation is solved by assuming that the heat
transfer coefficient is independent of inner wall flux
variation.

l.L
r ar

/r\

3T~ + L a2T

ar/

r2

3$2

= 0

{7)

where T{r,~) is the temperature above the bulk coolant
temperature. The solution is expressed in terms of
Fourier series whose coefficients are determined from
the following boundary conditions:
ilT{r ,q,)
0

{1) k

{2) k

= qocos $ for ~0 ~ $ ~ ~/2

ar

. aT{ri'.p)
ar
= hT{r 1 ,.p) for

any~

where
(fs) = 2 . 75 Y-0.406
ad

Va
f

•

{3)

where {falad = 0.046 Re-0.2, the Colburn relation.
The heated friction factor for swirl flow is derived
from the adiabatic friction factor in the same manner
as for axial flow,
,
( IJw )0.35 {D e /D.)
1
fs = {fs)ad ~

{4)

where IJw and IJb are the kinematic viscosities at the
inner 1vall and of.~he bulk fluid, respectively.

r

80 = 2 ~k {.1-s i ncp0

a= <~-2.P 0 -sin2cp 0 )
{k+hri) e:
1
4·rrk
• k(e:-1)+hr 1 (e:+1)
<~-2$ ~sin2$ )
{k+hr,.) e:.
0
0
81-a~k
• k(e:-1)+hr;(e:+1)
B ={1+cos2.p )/{~-2.p -sin2.p )

0

1

f{n,*
Local Boiling and Burnout Flux. A useful correlation for the case of local boiling is between the
liquid film superheat, llTsat {in •c) and the wall heat
flux, q {fn kW/cm2),
liT

sat

= 7 76 0.81 q1.35
· Y

u = -

n

8n= -

nk
f {n,.p 0 )
nk

0

{nk+hri)·e:n r -n+l
0

nk{t.n-1)+hri{e:n+1)
{nk-hri ) r n+ 1.
0

{6)

2
g{ n·,c!> 0 )= (si rT--ncosn¢ 0 ·cos.p0 -si nntp~ • s i n¢ 0 )t~( n -1)

f{n,.p0 )='cos~
n~ nsinn~
·cos.P -cosn$ ·sin$ \;~{n 2 -1)
~ 2
. 0
o.
0
~
e:=(r/r 1)
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0

0
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Gambill, et al.7 obtained also a few burnout heat flux
cor~elations based on about 40 burnout data, and recommended the following relation for use in target design
as a minimum limit,
V )0.645 D.0.24 L -0.44
07 9 {.Ps
qbo = 0 ·.
·
,.
h

)

2

where- p {g/cm3) is the density of the bulk fluid, Lh{cm)
In Fig. 3, the inner-wall heat flux is calculated
is the heated len~th, Di{Cm) is the inner diameter,
as a function of the azimuthal angle for two values of
Vs{cm/s) is niven by Eq. {1), and qb 0 {kW/cm2) is the
. the heat transfer coefficient. In this case, a copper
burr.out heat flux. They noted that swirl flow burnout
tube {k = 3.5 W/cm K) is exposed to a parallel beam with
~1as rather insensitive to the degree of subcoolfng and.
a normal density of q0 = 1 ·kW/cm2, without any shadowing
the pressure level at the burnout site and that actual
{i.e., .Po= -~/2). The input heat flux distribution is
physical burnout ah1ays occurred at the downstream end .
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Inner wall heat flux v~riation as a function
of azimuthal angle for the given heat input
(dotted line) at the outer wall ..

power. density of about 6 kW/cm2 was routinely handled
by this target (beam.pulse length- 0.3 s).

shown by the dotted line. Without the two-dimensional
conduction relief the inner wall flux would have been
about 1.43 times that of the outer-wall flux. Azimuthal
conduction effect depends upon the value of h, the cases
in Fig. 3 being (a) hri > k and (b) hri < k. Figure 4
shows what happens when only a quadrant of a tube is
~x1.1us~d .to thl! same. beam by a shadow arrangement (4> 0
=~).
The peak values of the inner wall flux occur at
locations off ~j>=O. The analysis shown ab.ove can be conveniently used in designing tube targets in terms of
the optimum tube wall thickness and the shadow arrangement. In reality, however, the heat transfer coefficient varies, likely to be higher on the front side
where the heat flux is higher.

.·

Inner wall heat flux variation as a function
of az irr.utha 1 angle for the given. heat input
( 11otted 1 i ne) at the outer wa 11 .

4.

Thick-Plate Inertia Target Heat Transfer

The present-day neutral beam injectors mostly
employ thick-plate inertial targets in which the condition, Td » tp. is readily satisfied. The geometr!'
therefore can be approximated as a semi-infinite sla~
·wHh rio lateral ·thermal conduction. IJnder these conditions, the problem is simplified to a one-dimensional
heat conduction with a pulse of heat as the boundary ·
condition:
·
3T = n a2T • aT(o,t) = {- q/k for o ~ t ~ tp
:lt
-;-;;z ' ilx
.0
for t > tp

(8)

v

The complete solutions are:

Effect of Nonuniform Wall Flux in Swirl Flow.
Nonuniformity of the inner-wall flux has an important
implication in swirl flow tubes because the cooldnt
swirls around alternately the·"hot" (front) and the
"cold" (back) side of the tube wall. This effect is
particularly beneficial in the local boiling regime.
One can easily visualize some degree of condensation of
the coolant vapor on the back side before the two phase
flow hits the front side. The effect apparently will
suppress the runaway condition (i.e., burnout) which
otherwise would occur. Even in the case of axial flow,
an experiment17 has showed an enhancement in the burnout heat flux of about 1.6 for a nonuniformity of
Qmax/Qmin ~ 3.8. In beam target applications, the
nonuniformity is very large, e.g., 60 to 100, and large
enhancement is expected for the beam targets. Unfortunately, however, there is very little study made on
this type of heat transfer phenomenon.
An example of swirl tube beam tar3et (00 - 0.9 em,
Di - 0.63 em, Lh- 20 em, Va - 15 m/s, y = 2.2) was
previously noted9 fn connection with this effect.
According to the bUi"llOut nu ... Cun·elatiuu, E4. (7). for
the uniform heat input case, the swirl tube would have
been melted at about 2.4 kW/cm2, whereas a normal peak

and

T~
+

e~'d/4(t-tpl]

[rte·Tdf4t_·.t-t
p

hko:>C

·

~~rf(.'Td/4t)-erf~Td/~·(t-tp))]for

t

>

tp

(10)

The surface temperature (at x=O) monotonically
increases with time as T(O,t)=2q lt/nkpC, peaking at
t=tp. At a depth, x=x 0 , the maximum temperature occurs
at a time that satis~ies the following relation,
1

~

where n

4

(n-1~

-rd/tp

\-,-r z nCn-ll
t/tp and 1d = xo2/a.

( 11)

0

If temperature behavior after a time much longer than
the diffusion time is of interest, for example for ana1.
lyzing thermocouple· array data, the problem should be
handled three dimensionally18 because the thickness of
an actual target is finite and the beam intensity pro2.
file is not uniform.
In most cases, the one-dimensional analysis s~f
'fices. As an example, we will briefly discuss the target
3.
used in ISX-B to measure the beam power and profile .
inside the device.19 The target was made of stainless
steel of 29 em by 38 em and 0.63-cm thick wit:, cross
arrays of thermocouples embedded hal f-~1ay. Cooling
4.
water channels were running up and down through 1/4inch-tubings 2.5 em apart taking up about 20' of tr.e
backside area. The coolant characteristics yielded
5.
h ~ 1.8 W/cm2 K. The diffusion time across the thickness is about 2.3 s whereas tp = 0.1 - 0.2 s. A set
of measured data was: the total po1~er "'500 kW, q ~ 1.5
kW/cm2 1~ center, tp "' 0. 2 s, liJ';~~ "'107"C @ center, and
.6.
the co~pletc cool-down time "'100 s. According to Eqs.
( 9) • (1 0) , and (11), l1T( x = 0) "' 766 o C at t = 0. 2 .s .at
center, LiTmax (x = 0.32 em) "" 100°C at t = .1.26 ·s, and
<th "" 26 s. Although the surface temperature measure7..
ment was not available, the peak temperatures at the
location of the thermocouple agree quite well beb:een
the measurement and the calculation. It is also seen
8.
that complete cool-down takes at least 4 Tth'

l)
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